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Rpt to Cabinet: no bills – Min. said would provide
bills/prob. area, tho he’s not sure; expect significant
pool of participants.

Area focus init’d in 1: Delegated legislation = provided for in
Const. = produce bill (Australia has statute on this =
issue of parliamentary comment/sketching) 2: Procedures
for drafting memos – have none now = regulation;
will send FAX + paragraphs he sees as problem;

Will arr. lunch – to meet post 1:30 = long enough to explain
project, but Div. Can’t won’t be there (meet another
time, after July 18)

Our FAX not clear: 1½ washes = 3rd washes = assess bills =
clean = 2 ½

12 = short (2-3 days) = cld persuade high
post to come → followed by 2nd on draft tech = draft
drafts specific bills = 1-2 weeks → drafty actual
bills (min = drafts of Directorate); 3: Assessment of bills
MPs (ANC members); P

Ethical Qs/corruption: didn’t incl. because of political
issues = time to bill coalition – cld raise in 2nd + 3rd
workshop = curtail Qs/corruption, and in last washup
for MPs = tend to exam bills for that –

Rules adopted in Leg: 1: publication of memo (not why)
Makau Castleton: has run washps on bill assessments
for other prov. parliaments – hope we’ll work with
him, discuss with him → combined (att = run his later)